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Operations manager - power station

Ma recherche

Je recherche tout type de contrat, sur la France et étranger, dans les Services Commerciaux.

Formations

* Training Orange excellence.
* Training Leadership.
* Professional baccalaureate (Electro technical equipment installation).
* Diesel engine system of injection of new generations, Gas expert driving.
* Electric licenses and drive.

Expériences professionnelles

2012
Since 2010 : - International AGGREKO Head office Glasgow G2 7JS United Kingdom Site Manager (expatriated
contract) central de 100 MW in Ivory Coast. * To manage the park of production. * Management of the 70
technicians and team leaders in their setting objectives. * Animate the meetings of production, logistics, and
quality. * To recruit the staff on the site and the people receiving benefits external. * Creation and installation of
AGGREKO Ivory Coast private limited company of 60 peoples. * To ensure the connection with the customer. *
To coordinate and control stocks. * Person in charge of the behavior of the financial files, monthly budget of
USD. * Organization and respect QHSE. * Installation of an emergency plan crisis in IC. * Interlocutor of the
customers for the visits, to that and technical validation. * Reporting, follow-up of the indicators of performance
KPI'S.

2010
From 2000 à 2010 : - B.E.S Company specialized in maintenance and the breakdown service of generator-
FRANCE. Coordinator and commissioned (service export SDMO). * Mission in Iraq for the realization of a power
station generator 2001 * Mission in Turkey for the reception of the end of the construction building site 2001 *
Mission in Qatar for the commissioning of a power station generator 2007 * Mission au Yemen for the
preparation of 4 coupled generator with the grid 2008 * Mission in Saudi Arabia (Arar et Salwa) for the
commissioning of several power generators 2008 * Training and management of staff * Study, realization and
commissioning of generators * Modification of electric plans, knowledge of the Siemens automats,
Telemechanics, Kerys * Control systems of regulations of tensions and speed, synchronization, coupling and
distribution of lead * Control high and Medium Average switchgear.

2000
From 1997 à 2000 : - UGITECH-FRANCE * Electro technician of maintenance on the whole of the factory

Langues

- English: road, spoken, script. parlé: scolaire / écrit: notions

Atouts et compétences

* Data-processing knowledge: work, Excel, Outlook, Power point. (Expert)



Centres d'intérêts

- * footing, ski, impassioned sound system.
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